ON THE SAFE SIDE
It’s fantastic to visit new places but how can you be sure how safe a certain city is? The free GeoSure app is the first safety awareness service with an emphasis on women and LGBTQ people. It gives a rating for your safety within any given country and city. The GeoSure Score is compiled using data from reputable sources as well as other app users. Scores range from one (you must be in Nirvana) to 100 — get the hell out of there.

gosureglobal.com

B-RANCHING OUT
Glamping will get a major upgrade this August at The Green O in the American state of Montana. The adult-only resort sits within the 37,000 acres of the Paws Up Ranch. It’s a working cattle and bison ranch today, but gets its name from the original owner, Paul Greenough, who established the ranch in 1915 and branded his sheep with a green “O”. They even claim to have coined the term glamping back in 2004. There are 12 cabins in four modern designs and there's plenty to do: paddle down the river, cycle or go for hike on their grizzlyman fitness trail. On the other hand, you could just roast marshmallows around a camp fire.

gthegreeno.com

THE NUMBERS GAME
The hottest tickets in 2020 will be for the Tokyo Olympics. Tom Daley will be donning his Speedos once again for Team GB and it’s predicted there will be more than 100 other out LGBTQ athletes from across the globe competing for medals. To put that in perspective: there were 56 out athletes at the 2016 Games in Brazil and only 23 out at London 2012.

tickets.teamgblive.com